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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a hierarchy and scalable model to controlling the running of particle system for simulation 
of fuzzy objects such as crowd, dynamic natural scenery and so on. While all fuzzy objects simulated through particle 
system are consisted of many particles, firstly, we divide particles swarm into many groups. Every group particles in 
the system can have different physics or the same. Secondly, we design the model through including four modules, 
which we called as Emitter Module, Situation-sensor Module, Physics Module and Rendering Module. All particle 
swarm or groups generated by Emitter Module and updated according to the physics attributes predefined by the 
Physics Module. Because the situation in which these fuzzy objects populated changed dynamically, we design 
Situation-sensor Module in order to make the system respond to the changing in time. Finally, Rendering Module 
renders all living particles on the displays. Our approach make the particle system have hierarchy, authorable and 
scalable for users can easily define particle system for different objects simulation, especially for objects consist of 
thousands of particles. Also, the objects produced by our system are visually convincing.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction  
In the last decades, particle systems have been widely used to reproduce from fuzzy phenomena like 
fire, smoke, snow, glowing trails[1][2] to swarms of insects, crowd simulation [4][5]. These fuzzy 
phenomena generated by particle system consist of a cloud of particles with many kinds of attributes, like 
state, position, color, velocity, etc. In the simulation of crowd through by particle systems, every particle 
has goal, behavior, and perception and so on. All particles evolve over time according to some predefined 
physics model. At last, all the living particles are rendered on the display for finishing generating the 
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virtual scenery. Many researchers have committed to develop general model for particle system [2]. The 
literatures past are mainly contributed to design particle system by setting a large variety of properties, it 
is convenient for users to edit or control. However, there are little consideration for situation the objects 
populated, the autonomy and scalability of the system. 
The main goal of our approach is to make the particle system obtain characteristic such as hierarchy,
scalability, visibility. When reproducing fuzzy phenomena by particle system, there are thousands of 
particles we must control.  We divide particles swarm into many groups. So we control groups’ particles 
not the every particle. Every groups particles can have the same physics attributes or different. This 
hierarchy technology makes us control the particle system flexibly.  
At the same time, we control the model through four modules, which we called as Emitter Module, 
Situation-sensor Module, Physics Module and Rendering Module. All particle swarm or groups generated 
by Emitter Module and updated according to the physics attributes predefined by the Physics Module. 
Also the real situation in which the objects populated should be consideration. To some extent, the 
situation is changing and unpredictable. The particles should adjust themselves on the fly so reacting to 
the changing. We design Situation-sensor Module in order to make the system respond to the changing in 
time. Finally, making use of the Level-of-Detail, Rendering Module renders all living particles on the 
displays .Through the module designing, reusability is enhanced. The situation specific functions can be 
shared whenever situations are same. Finally, the system is ease of authoring when being used to 
reproduce specific phenomena. It breaks the problem into the design of local group particle activities, 
rather than one monolithic system. 
2. Related Work 
Particle systems for reproducing irregular fuzzy objects (such smoke, clouds, water, etc.) were 
presented first time in 1983 by Reeves [1]. By the particle systems, he renders the wall of fire in the 
movie Star Trek II: The Wrath of Kahn. Later, many literatures demonstrate the benefits of particle 
system for generating fuzzy phenomena [6][7][8]. Recent trends in computer-graphics have made it 
practical to use high-level functional languages and hardware for real-time particle system applications. 
McAllister presents a C++ library for particle systems that provides a higher level of abstraction [2]. 
Kipfer et al.’s simulated particles on the GPU [9].They the GPU to handle both sorting and particle 
interaction. Yi and Froemke’s Ticker Tape library provided an example for how particle systems can be 
created using more intuitive methods [10].Based on these work, a declarative API by using functional 
programming technology to define and implement a combinatory library for particle systems designed by 
Pavel Krajcevski [11].  
Particles in the particle systems are mainly physically-based and controlled by force fields. Taking 
advantage of these characteristic, there are many researcher begin to simulate swarms of insects, crowds 
by using of particle systems[4][5]. 
3. Hierarchy and Scalable Particle System Model 
First, we divide particles swarm into many groups. So we control groups’ particles not the every 
particle. Every groups particles can have the same physics attributes or different. This hierarchy 
technology makes us control the particle system flexibly. At the same time, we design the particle 
systems framework consisted of four modules, including Emitter Module, Situation-sensor Module, 
Physics Module and Rendering Module. All particle swarm or groups generated by Emitter Module and 
updated according to the physics attributes predefined by the Physics Module. At the same time, we 
design Situation-sensor Module in order to make the system respond to the changing situation in which 
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objects populated in promptly. Finally, making use of the Level-of-Detail, Rendering Module renders all 
living particles on the displays in order to meet different vision requirement.  
3.1. Hierarchical Particle System Model 
We defined loosely particles swarm as a set of groups composed of particles. We can see it clearly 
from Fig.1 (a). Group agents represent those particles share the same physics characteristic of a group. All 
groups in the system can have the same physics attributes or the different.  
In simulation processing, seeing it clearly from Fig.1 (b), we maintain a database to store the state of 
all the groups of particles, including group id, group state, group prior, number of particles and group 
position. We can endow different of prior to groups so that can realize the sorting of particles. The state of 
one any group can be switched between active and inactive. The number of particles represents the 
individual number in one group.  The hierarchical particle system model distributes the particles’ 
controlling to the groups. In our case, the attributes, physics, computing and rendering are mainly 
focalized in the group structure. All particles in one group share the same motion or physics characteristic. 
Different groups can demonstrate the same physics or different behavior.  
Fig. 1. (a) Hierarchical Particle System Model; (b) Database structure of particle groups 
3.2. Framework of  Particle System Module 
We design the scalable through including four modules, which we called as Emitter Module, Situation-sensor 
Module, Physics Module and Rendering Module, seeing clearly from Fig.2. 
z Emitter Module 
Usually particles are generated into the system with some predefined parameters, move and update, 
and at last die from the system.  
In this Module, particles generated by system are first grouped and then endowed with attributes 
including id, state, prior, number of particles and group position as we can see from Fig.1 (b). At the same 
time, every particle in one group has attributes, such as color, position, and lifetime and so on.  We only 
need to appoint the group attributes because of the particles in one group share the same attributes. Also, 
the initialization of group or particles attributes will be influenced by Situation Module. 
z Situation Sensor Module 
 Usually the situation in which fuzzy objects populated is constantly changing. Many factors affect the 
shape of fuzzy objects. Through Situation Sensor Module, such as electromagnetic compatible 
information, danger conditions, wind direction, wind power, humidity, altitude and other situation can be 
particle groups
particles
Database for groups particles
Group_ID Group_state Group_prior Number of particles Group_position
1 active 1 1000 (20,50,60)
2 active 1 800
3 inactive 2 600
n active 1 2000
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monitored and captured on the fly. Through this method, particles can automatically adjustment 
themselves by changing attributes in order to reacting to the real situation. 
z Physics Module 
When particles created, the attributes of all particles are constantly changing. The survive time of 
particles is decreased. At every moment, particles stay in a different location. The Physics Module will 
updates all attributes according to some predefined physics functions. As we can see Physics module 
from the Fig.2, Every group particles can have different physics functions or the same. The node in the 
Physics module represent a function stipulates what the particles should do. For example, when 
reproducing fireworks, fountain, snow and others, we can use the equation (1) to decide the positions of 
group at different times.  
Fig. 2. (a) Scalable Particle System Module 
                                              
                                                                                                                                                             (1) 
The current location ( . , . , .P x P y P z ) represent the position of group in domain of 3R .When up to the 
maximum survival time, the group particles demised from the system.  
z Render Module 
When all the position for the survival group particles has been determined, the rendering process will 
begin. The Render Module can provide selection that support using either the CPU or GPU as rendering 
execution engines. At the same time, we consider the distance for the every group particles from the 
camera so deciding to take of the technology of level of detail (LOD). According to the LOD, we can 
render different precision visual effect in order to increase rendering realistic and decrease rendering 
workload.  
4. Early Results 
We implemented our particles system model through reproducing fountain in a mixture of C++ and 
OpenGL. All simulations ran on a 3.0GHz Pentium computer with a NVIDIA GeForce 7600GT graphics 
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respectively, as we can see clearly from Fig.3 (a) (b) (c). Particles can automatically adjustment 
themselves by changing attributes in order to reacting to the real situation like wind direction, wind power. 
Fig.3.(a) fountain simulation with one group particles;  (b) with two group particles;       (c) with three group particles; 
There are about 3000 particles in one group. Making use of Cg language, we finished the rendering on 
GPU. At the same time, according to the distance the group particles from to the camera, making use of 
level of detail technology, we rendering different precision visual effect so that can  increase rendering 
realistic and decrease rendering workload. Fig.4 shows that when there are much more when the number of 
particles is more than 10,000, the frame rate for GPU-based system still can be maintained for more than 
40fps. Realistic characteristic of fountain and efficiency of program are achieved and also satisfy the real 

















Fig.4. Frame rate chart 
5. Conclusions  
In this paper we have designed a new particle system framework algorithm based on hierarchy and 
scalable module for reproducing fuzzy objects. Through the hierarchy technology, we transfer the control 
emphasis from the particles to the group. The system is ease of authoring when being used to reproduce 
different fuzzy phenomena. Users can adjust the parameters arbitrarily and simultaneously observe the 
changes of fuzzy objects movement. Also, through Situation Module the system can react to the changing 
of environment situation through adjusting parameter values automatic. At last, taking full advantage of 
graphics processors’ multi-channel parallel and programmability, we support using either the CPU or GPU 
as rendering execution engines.  
For the future work, we will strengthen our experiment and make our model adapt for different fuzzy 
objects simulation. Further more we will research collisions among the particles; study light realistic model 
for particles; in addition, we will study particles aggregation and sorting to achieve more realistic 
simulation results. 
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